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Abstract—Intrusion detection system is a kind of network 
security system, which can alarm suspicious transmission or 
take active response measures when it real-time monitors 
network transmission and discovers suspicious transmis-
sion. But intrusion detection system has many problems 
such as wrong detection of intrusions, missed intrusions, 
poor real-time performance. In order to improve the per-
formance of intrusion detection system, this paper proposes 
an intrusion detection algorithm based on D-S theory and 
Rough Set. The algorithm uses the attribute reduction algo-
rithm in rough set to eliminate redundant attributes, form 
the simplest attributes set, overcome the traditional D-S 
theory relying on expert knowledge to provide evidence and 
makes each evidence body mutual independence. So it im-
proves the evidence synthesis efficiency, shortens the evi-
dence synthesis time and reduces the conflict phenomenon 
of evidence synthesis. On this basis, the paper builds an in-
trusion detection model based on D-S theory and rough set, 
and the experimental results demonstrate that the model has 
higher detection rate and lower false detection rate. 

Index Terms—D-S (Dempster-Shafer) theory, Rough Set, 
Intrusion Detection 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With the rapid development and the wide application of 

the computer network technology, network security prob-
lems become more and more prominent. Establishment of 
effective intrusion detection system to protect the security 
of computer information system has become more and 
more important. Intrusion detection system (IDS) is a new 
safety assurance technology following traditional security 
ways such as firewall and data encryption. IDS can identi-
fy and response to improperly use computer and network 
resource [1-2].Now the methods used to establish the in-
trusion detection model are mainly  neural network, SVM 
and immune network ,etc. The decision factors of intru-
sion behavior are often very complicated. Many intrusion 
detection systems only match and filter a few features to 
directly led to the high error rate. This paper uses the 
rough set attribute reduction algorithm to obtain evidence 
and uses the decision rule strength to obtain the basic 
probability assignment of evidence. So the method reduc-
es the subjectivity of the basic probability assignment and 
the conflict phenomena of evidence synthesis. And this 
paper applies the method in intrusion detection to improve 
the detection accuracy. 

II. D-S THEORY 
Let ! represents a domain set of the evidence X’s all  

values and all elements within the ! are mutually exclu-
sive, then ! is X’s recognition framework. For the recog-
nition framework !, if the function [ ]]1,02: !"m  
meets [3-5]:  
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In the equation (1), )(Am is sA'  basic probability as-
signment. On the basis of the basic probability assignment 
function, the trust function can be defined as [6-9]: 
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In the equation (2), )(ABel  is the possibility measure 
sum of sA'  all subsets. 

Two evidences on the recognition framework ! can be 
efficiently synthesized by the synthesis rules in D-S theo-
ry [10]. Two or more evidences can be synthesized two by 
two by the rules. Let iAA =  and jBB =  be two inde-
pendent evidence in !, ( )!1m  and ( )!2m respectively de-
note their basic probability assignment, the synthesized 
result in ! is: ( ) ( ) ( )!"!=! 21 mmm , calculated by equa-

tion (3):  
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The limitations of D-S theory are as follows: the syn-
thesis rules require evidence body mutual independence 
and are sensitive to the change of the basic probability 
assignment and require the basic probability assignment 
value which is reasonably given and can not be randomly 
assigned.  

III. ROUGH SET THEORY 
The main idea of rough set theory is as follows [11]: 

keeping the knowledge base classification ability un-
changed, the theory deletes irrelevant or unimportant at-
tributes. Through the knowledge reduction, unnecessary 
attributes are removed and knowledge representation is 
simplified and essential information is not lost. So the 
concept of classification rules can be derived to improve 
the decision precision.  
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Definition 1[12]: If Q  is an equivalence relation set, 
!"Q ,Q  is  the intersection of all equivalence rela-

tions Q!  and is also an equivalence relation, and is 
called indistinguishable relation in Q  and denoted by 

)(Qind . 

Definition 2[13]: in Knowledge expression sys-
tem fVAUs ,,,= , U is a non-empty finite set of 
object, A is a non-empty finite set of attributes and called 
attribute set.  Attribute set can be divided into condition 
attribute set C and decision attribute set 
D, DCA != , !="DC ,V is the values range for 
attribute Aa! . VAUf !":  is a information func-
tion which makes the attribute a of any element have a 
unique value in V. And the information system is called 
decision information system. 

Definition 3[14]: For UX ! , R is an equivalence re-
lation in U, [ ]{ }XXUxXR R !"= |  is R lower approxima-
tion set of X. { }!"#$= XXUxXR R][|  is R 

upper approximation set  of X. XRXposR =)( is call R 

positive domain of X. XRUXnegR !=)( is called R 
negative domain of X. 

IV. INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM BASED ON D-S 
THEORY AND ROUGH SET 

This paper deals with a large number of network access 
data in the characteristic level by rough set, and then judg-
es the redundant attributes by the knowledge expression 
system simplified and gets the simplest combination of the 
characteristic attributes to simplify the characteristic data. 
Finally the final invasion decision results can be obtained 
by the synthesis of D-S theory in decision level. The com-
bination of rough set and D-S theory is as follows: 

1. The decision attributes can be obtained by the reduc-
tion effect of rough set theory to form evidence. 

2. The basic probability assignment of evidence can be 
obtained by the attribute importance measure of 
rough set.

The intrusion detection model based on rough set and 
D-S theory, (as shown in Figure 1).The model first pre-
treats collection of data, chooses training samples, reduces 
attributes in decision tables, produces reduced output rules 
to construct rule base of safe system and intrusion detec-
tion detector. The initial intrusion model needs gradually 
perfect and improvement in subsequent studies to reach 
the best detection effect. 

From intrusion model we can clearly see that intrusion 
detection algorithm mainly involves some following prob-
lems: 

1. Intrusion data discrete. IDS analyzes the data which 
includes network data and host data. The analysis of 
network packet is a key point in the current intrusion 
detection study. Compared to host log data, network 
data is more complex and multiple and thus greatly 
increase the intrusion difficulty of network attack. To 
improve the intrusion effects, the large amount of 

collected data-points needs be dispersed by the meth-
od of equal frequency division. 

2. Attribute reduction. The attributes of collected data 
sets are structured and reduced .And redundancy in-
trusion attributes are removed 

 
Figure 1.  Model based on rough set attribute-weighted 

3. Generate intrusion detection rules. After attributes 
reduction, the model have deleted redundancy attrib-
utes, constructed decision table, and derived rules 
from decision table. Then it detects these rules and 
puts them into rule database. Based on those rules in 
rule database, safety detector tests intrusion datum 
and behaviors. 

A. Evidence Formation based on Attribute Reduction 
The redundant attributes in decision table can be elimi-

nated by the attribute reduction and the key attributes be 
retained. The decision table being reduced and the deci-
sion table not being reduced have the same knowledge. 

This paper presents the relative attribute reduction algo-
rithm which is as follows: 

Input: a decision table ( )fVCBUS ,,,,=  which 
can also be expressed as ( )CBUS ,,= . 

Output: a relative reduction ( )fVCRUS ,,,,=  of 
the decision table, which can be expressed as 

( )CRUS ,,=  
Step 1: Initialize R to an empty set ! . 
Step 2: Calculate the condition entropy )|( BCH of 

the decision attribute C  and the relative condition attrib-
uteB . 

Step 3: Calculate the condition entropy { }( )bCH | ,of 
each condition attribute b  in B  corresponding to 
C, Bb!   and putting b corresponding to the minimum 
condition entropy  into R , { }bRR += { }bBA != . 

Step 4: Calculate ( ) { }( )aRCHRCH !" || , 
Aa!  for each attribute of condition attribute set A  and 

putting a  corresponding to the maximum difference into 
R, { }aRR += , { }aAA != . 
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Step 5: if ( ) ( )RCHBCH || = , then go to step 7. 

Step 6: Calculate { }( ) ( )RCHrRCH || !!  for 
each attribute r  corresponding to R (not including 
awhich is the latest attribute added). If the difference 
value is less than a  given threshold value ", 
make { }rRR != , { }rAA += , and then go to Step4,   
and continue to calculating. 

Step 7: After reduction, output ( )CRUS ,,= . Condi-
tion information entropy is as follows:  

||
1lg

||
|)(|)|( 2

2

UU
YXURCH ii !"#

#=
       (4) 

where{ }iX is the lower approximation corresponding 
to the division { }iYCU =/  

 

B. The Structure of Basic Probability Assignment 
 

In decision table S, 
Be! , { }mXXXeU ,,,/ 21 …= ,

{ },,,,/ 21 nYYYCU …=  
{ }CeH ,= , { }jYHHHU ,,,/ 21 …= . If 
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, tA is equiva-
lent class D  division of tX kAt =|| .The value domain 
of C is { }nC cccV ,,, 21 …= , nk ! .Calculated  the 
decision rule strength of each object x  in 

iH  , k  deci-
sion rule strength can be obtained. The definition of deci-
sion rule strength is shown in definition 4. 

Definition 4[15]: In decision table 
( )fVCBUS ,,,,= , B  and C are respectively the 

condition attribute set and the decision attribute set. 
For Ux!" , the upper approximation of x  correspond-
ing to B is xB  and the upper approximation of x  corre-
sponding to C is xC .Then the strength of decision rule 

),(),( CxfBxf !  is shown in (5): 
||/|| xBxCxB !="                        (5) 

When BG ! , and many condition attributes are in-
cluded in G , the strength of decision rule 

),(),( CxfGxf !  is shown in (6): 

[ ] [ ] [ ] ||/||||/|| GCG xxxxCxCxG !=!="         (6) 

When Be! , the strength of decision rule 
),(),( Cxfexf !  is shown in (7): 

[ ] [ ] [ ] ||/|| eCa xxx !="                  (7) 

When Uy!" meets ),(),( eyfexf =  and 
),(),( CyfCxf ! , decision expansion rules are used 

and the definition of decision expansion rules is shown in 
definition 5. 

Definition 5: in decision table 
( )fVCBUS ,,,,= , Be! , Uyx !,  ,there are deci-

sion rules ),(),( Cxfexf !  and 
),(),( Cyfeyf ! . When ),(),( eyfexf =  and 

),(),( CyfCxf ! , the decision expansion rule is 
{ }),(),,(),( CyfCxfexf ! .The strength of deci-

sion expansion rule is shown in (8): 

eyCyeyexCxex // !"!=#
             (8) 

The theorem determining the basic probability assign-
ment of evidence is as follows: 

Theorem if Q  is a proposition in recognition frame-

work ! ,
!"2Q , decision table 

( )fVCBUS ,,,,= , Be! , the value domain of deci-
sion attribute  !=CV  , { }CeH ,=    
, eUX j /! , HUHi /! ,

{ }eUXXHXHHA jjijiij /,,| !"=#= ,
kAj = , the basic probability assignment of proposition 

Q  is shown in (9): 
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C. Algorithm Application  
In order to demonstrate the algorithm application pro-

cess, this paper uses three attributes to compose condition 
attribute to judge invasion. These three attributes are re-
spectively expressed as 1E , 

2E and
3E . In decision table 

of intrusion detection system, 1E , 
2E and 

3E  can be 
respectively used as condition attribute, 

{ }321 ,, EEEB = .C  is the decision attribute and the 
value domain is the recognition framework ! of intrusion 
detection. History intrusion data collected are pretreated 
and attributes are dispersed to form the decision table of 
intrusion detection, which is shown in Table I. 

TABLE I.  . 
DECISION TALE OF INTRUSION DETECTION  

U C B 
E1 E2 E3 

u1 Dos 1 0 0 
u2 R2L 1 0 1 
u3 Dos 2 1 1 
u4 R2L 2 2 1 
u5 R2L 1 1 1 
u6 Probe 1 2 0 
u7 R2L 2 2 0 
u8 Probe 0 2 0 
u9 Probe 1 2 0 

u10 R2L 0 1 1 

 

When the threshold 1.0=! , condition entro-
py { } ( ) 1.0|)|( 3 <!! RCHERCH . Condition at-
tribute 

3E  is redundant on the basis of the entropy. The 
basic probability assignment of 1E  and 

2E can be respec-
tively calculated by (5)~(9). The basic probability assign-
ment of evidence and the basic probability assignment 
synthesized are shown in Table II. 
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TABLE II.       
BPA OF EVIDENCE AND SYNTHESIZED 

evidence Basic probability assignment(BPA) 

 {Probe,R2L,
DoS} {Probe} {DoS} {R2L} 

E1 0.0489 0.2715 0.4299 0.2439 
E2 0.0963 0.2311 0.3891 0.2889 

synthe-
sized 0.0107 0.2229 0.5166 0.2494 

When !"# 21,EE , { }!"= ii EEPEp ),(max)( 1  
and { }12 ),(max)( EandEEEmEp iii !"#= . 

When
( )
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, 1!  and 2!  are the pre-
set threshold. 1E is judgment result. When the value of 
1! and 2!  is 0.1, intrusion type is DoS which is deter-

mined by the above reasoning decision rule. But how to 
determine the specific type of DoS needs further analysis. 
It can be seen from the synthesized results that the uncer-
tainty degree is gradually reduced, and the reasoning ob-
viously concentrates to the results set {DoS}. These show 
that much evidence synthesis performance is better than 
the single-evidence synthesis. 

D.Experimental Results and Analysis 
In order to prove the effectiveness of the algorithm, this 

paper use data sets KDD99 to test. Because the data 
amount in KDD99 is too large, 10000 data selected from 
the data set are as the experimental data. Data selected 
contain as much as possible the common attack method, 
and ensure each attack method has a certain quantity of 
data, which includes normal records and 4 class attack 
record. The proportion of all kinds of attacks in attack 
record is as follows: Dos is 94%, R2L is 2%, U2R is 2%, 
Probe is 2%. Therefore, the identification intrusion detec-
tion framework { }LRRUobeDoS 2,2,Pr,=!  can be 
established. 

 There are 32 continuous attributes in 41 characteristic 
attributes of TCP record(http: //kdd.ics.uci. edu/databases 
/kddcup99/kddcup99.html). First, Naive Scaler algorithm 
disperses continuous attributes, so all the characteristic 
attributes are transformed into discrete attributes. Then 
attribute reduction algorithm reduces attributes of 10% 
data set selected. 

Because the reduction method has been realized in Ro-
setta software, we use Rosetta software to reduce attrib-
utes of the data set. After reduced, normal connection rec-
ords attribute set has 26 items:{ l,2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 
15, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 
40}. 

To assess the performance of the intrusion detection 
method, two performance parameters are introduced: de-
tection rate !  and false detection rate ! . They are de-
fined as follows: LH /=! , ZO /=!  H  is the inva-
sion number of correct detection, O  is the invasion num-
ber of misjudgment, L  is the total invasion number and 
Z  is  total non-intrusion record number. Detection rate 
and false detection rate can measure the performance of 
the intrusion detection system. Intrusion detection system 
is always expected to achieve high detection rate and low 
false detection rate. The experimental results are shown in 
Table III. 

TABLE III.   
INTRUSION DETECTION RESULTS 

Actual 
results  

Detection results # " 
R2L U2L DoS Probe normal 

R2L 178 2 0 0 17 0.90 0.03 
U2L 2 147 0 0 51 0.75 0.04 
DoS 0 1 197 0 1 0.99 0.11 

Probe 1 1 24 169 3 0.85 0.06 
normal 2 1 5 1 9297 0.99 0.01 
 
From table 3, we can see that the network intrusion de-

tection algorithm based on rough set and D-S theory in 
this paper has high detection rate and low false detection 
rate. For normal connection, detection rate of DoS and 
Probe attack is very high, and the result is better than the 
best detection result of KDD Cup99:97.3% (DoS) and 
75.0% (Probe).Therefore, this algorithm is very good to 
satisfy the security detection requirements of intrusion 
detection system.   

To further test the algorithm effectiveness, lots of com-
parison experiment in different types of intrusion algo-
rithms, such as data mining(DM), Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM), BP(back propagation)Neural Network, etc 
are made and experimental results are obtained as fol-
lows(See Figure 2 and Figure 3) By comparing the exper-
imental results we can see that the algorithm based on 
rough set and D-S theory is better than other methods of 
intrusion detection in the detection rate and the false de-
tection rate. Because data mining applied to intrusion de-
tection requires a large amount of data, and the intrusion 
methods based on Support Vector Machine and BP neural 
network need high training speed and large computing 
amount etc, so the effectiveness and intrusion rate of the 
detection algorithms on the base of the BP neural net-
works, support vector machines and data mining is signif-
icantly lower than the algorithm based on rough set and 
D-S theory. All these are fully proved that the rough set 
and D-S theory used in intrusion detection systems are 
very effective. 

 
Figure 2.  Detection rate comparison 

  
Figure 3.  False detection rate comparison 
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V. CONCLUSION 
The intrusion detection algorithm based on rough set 

and D-S theory can give full play to their respective ad-
vantages of the two kinds of uncertainty reasoning theory. 
Through the experiment on the KDD99 data set, it shows 
that the hybrid model has higher detection rate and lower 
false detection rate. Future research will focus on to at-
tribute reduction algorithm optimization to improve the 
detection speed. 
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